
The natural beauty secret

of your hair



Natural hair care based on plant extracts and oils
available in four lines.
Energizing, hydrating, regenerating and color
protecting for color-treated hair.



BE NATURE Damage Repair

Rich in active ingredients, Damage Repair
line is designed to regenerate dry and

damaged hair. Concentrated formula of
ingredients provides strengthening,

nourishment and deep hydration of hair
tired from external factors. Artichoke

extract and plant-based copolymer seal
the hair scales, bonding them to the ends.
Ceramide NG, Shea butter together with

plant oils (argan, castor and olive) support
revitalization, thanks to which the hair
regains its natural shine and softness.

KEY INGREDIENTS
ARGANIA SPINOSA KERNEL OIL
HYDROLYZED WHEAT PROTEIN
HIPPOPHAE RHAMNOIDES FRUIT OIL
CYNARA SCOLYMUS LEAF EXTRACT
RICINUS COMMUNIS SEED OIL
OLEA EUROPEA FRIUT OIL
OLUS OIL
NATURAL BETAINE



BE NATURE Color Protection

Shampoo and conditioner with acidic pH
designed for colored hair. The products
nourish the hair and protect the color

after coloring. The composition of grape,
almond petal, grapefruit, apple, kiwi and

orange juice extracts prevents the harmful
effects of the environment and protects
hair from everyday pollution. Improves

their softness and smoothness.

KEY INGREDIENTS

PRUNUS AMYGDALUS 

RUBUS IDAEUS SEED OIL
ACTINIDIA CHINENSIS JUICE
CITRUS PARADISI JUICE
VITIS VINIFERA FRUIT EXTRACT
CITRUS AURANTIUM DULCIS JUICE
PYRUS MALUS JUICE

       DULCIS EXTRACT



BE NATURE Hydrating

The cosmetics are dedicated to dry, brittle
and dull hair. The conditioner contains a

natural moisturizing factor (Sodium PCA)
and hydrophilic emollient of coconut

origin, helping to maintain proper
hydration of the hair interior. Restores

natural shine and softness. The addition of
avocado oil and aloe vera extract

strengthens and revitalizes dry hair.
 The shampoo gently cleanses the hair and

scalp, taking care of their internal
hydration status.

KEY INGREDIENTS

ALOE BARBADENISIS EXTRACT
NATURAL BETAINE
SUCROSE COCOATE
PERSEA GRATISSIMA OIL
SODIUM PCA



BE NATURE Energizing

Products designed for all hair types.
Carefully selected active ingredients help

tired hair regain its shine and energy.
Ginseng extract smoothes, strengthens

hair roots and stimulates them to growth.
Sunflower oil makes the hair fibers more
elastic. Soy lipoproteins nourish and have

an anti-static effect - they prevent hair
from becoming static. Natural betaine
strengthens and moisturizes hair and

scalp.

KEY INGREDIENTS

HELIANTHUS ANNUUS SEED OIL
PANAX GINSENG ROOT EXTRACT
NATURAL BETAINE
SOY PROTEINS
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SLS & SLES
 FREE

 

NOT TESTED
ON ANIMALS

MINERAL OIL
 FREE

PARABEN
FREE

SILICON
 FREE


